
Accent Photography
Portrait Information Guide



Thank you 
for choosing Accent Photography and Gregory Gittsovich to be your portrait photographer
We strive to make sure you are absolutely thrilled with every aspect of your experience with us- 
from the photoshoot, to the choosing, to the final images.
If there anything I can do to help in anyway, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
My e-mail address is accent@isd.net
The studio number  is:
763-383-0589 (9-6, M-F)
Thank you again for your business!



Q&A
When do I order my pictures?  How do I choose my portraits?

The appointment time to place your order has been reserved especially for you. Out of respect 
for your time, every effort is made by us to maintain an on-time schedule. This date has been 
written on the first page of your information guide. Please arrive on time for this appointment!  Late 
arrivals may have to be rescheduled. No-show charge $25. Your promptness for this appointment 
is greatly appreciated.

What do you do to my finished portraits?
Free enhancements. Every pose you order from comes with complete skin retouching. Zits are 
removed, lines softened, eyes enhanced to make them ‘pop.’  Minor stray hairs are removed 
(where possible) on request only, as are moles, scars, bruises, birthmarks, skin scratches, etc. 
Extra-cost enhancements. Braces, glasses glare, peeling skin from sunburn, bra straps and other 
elements beyond our control can be removed for a fee determined by how much time it takes to 
complete. Be sure to ask if you have any questions.
What can’t we fix? Poor expressions, blowing hair, clothing you don’t like.
Retake policy. If for any reason you would like more images taken to choose from, let us know 
within 24 hours of your portrait selection appointment. We would be happy discuss what you 
would like to have done and schedule time to make more images to your liking.  
NOTE: Retake requests made within 24 hours will not be charged. After 24 hours a $50 retake fee 
will be charged.

When can I pick them up?
The finished images will be ready in approximately four weeks after the day you place your order 
with your down payment. We will notify you as soon as they’re ready, in the contact method you 
prefer; phone call, e-mail, mailed postcard or text message. 

What about pictures for social media?
We will provide for you a digital image for any pose you order from (poses not ordered from are  
$35 each). You’ll get the best possible image quality with a good conscience, because you won’t 
have to resort to illegal copying (see below). Electronic images are delivered with your finished 
portraits.

Can I copy my photos?
No. All your images are copyrighted by  Accent Photography. Federal Law prohibits you from scan-
ning them, taking pictures with them with your camera or cell phone or any other recording de-
vice. Even to put them on FaceBook. (We give you your FaceBook photos, see above). Or to make 
wallets for your friends. Violators will be found out, and they will be prosecuted, so don’t try it! 
You chose us because you like what we do—copying always makes the photos look worse, which 
puts both you and us in a bad light. Thank you for respecting the copyright of your portraits.
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     How we make you look your best.
Each pose you choose will be carefully enhanced by hand to bring out your very best features. No 
cheesy Photoshop filters allowed! Notice how the complexion is made flawless without being pasty or 
mushy. Note, too, how much better the eyes look, and how the skin tones have been warmed up. You 
can expect all your images to look this good—guaranteed!
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Before 
enhancement

After 
enhancement:

• Zits removed
• Skin softened
• Eyes enhanced
• Beautiful color



             

                   

  Gift Images
 This section is for ordering just a few portraits. All portraits include light facial retouching

Size Metallic Paper Standard Print

8x12 or 6x12 ..........................................................................114/59 103/55                 
8x10 or 8x8 ............................................................................109/59 99/55                   
5x7 or 4x6 ................................................................................. 99/59 89/55                  

  

  Finish Choices

Metallic Paper—printed on a silver metallic paper with a super high gloss finish,  
perfect for poses with lots of white or bright areas.

Standard Print—mounted and textured for lasting beauty, the Standard Print finish 
 is suitable for gift giving and general display.

  Digital Negatives

Fully mastered and retouched high resolution, print ready JPEG image - $115 per image 
(available only with Gift or Wall Portrait purchase).

Web Pix- a legal and high quality way to put your portraits on your Facebook or iPhone.  

Low resolution, non printable web-ready digital file of any ordered pose are always FREE.

 Not ordered pose- $35 per image

Prices shown are First print/Additional from same pose
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Wallets
Single pose

224 ............................................................................................................................. $275 ..............$249                 
168 ................................................................................................................................249 ................227                   
112 ................................................................................................................................205 ................185                   
80 ...................................................................................................................................164 ................149                   
56 ...................................................................................................................................129 ................119                   
24 ......................................................................................................................................87 ...................79                   

Multi pose wallet packages
MPW Package 1
 112 wallets— up to two poses of 56 wallets each ..............$225 ..................$219

MPW Package 2
 280 wallets— up to five poses of 56 wallets each ..................347 ....................327

MPW Package 3
 144 wallets— up to three poses (split into any multiple of 8) ............249 ....................239

MPW Package 4
 168 wallets— up to three poses of 56 wallets each ..............269 ....................256

MPW Package 5
 192 wallets— up to four poses (split into any multiple of 8) ...............286 ....................274

MPW Package 6
 96 wallets— up to three poses of 24 wallets each .................207 ....................199

MPW Package 7
 224 wallets— up to four poses of 56 wallets each .................312 ....................298

MPW Package 8
 336 wallets—up to six poses (split into any multiple of 8) ...................389 .....................359 

Quantity Metallic Paper Standard Paper
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Metallic Paper      Standard Paper



    Framed Multi Image Collages
Your favorite poses in one image! The digital mat can be customized to match the colors 
in the image or the colors in your room. Each collage is mounted and glass protected, and 
comes with your choice of black or white frame. 

For a single Opening Mat— 
add a custom digital mat 

 to any size portrait for just $49

12x24 three openings—$399

5x30 six openings—$415
10x30 five openings—$679

16x24 five openings—$629

20x20 four openings—$429

15x15 four openings—$349
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*Upgrade your collage to a Canvas Gallery Wrap or Metal Print for just $79!



Folio Collages
Black leatherette finish. 
NOTE: Photos are permanently mounted and are NOT removable.
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12 x 12 two-page 
folio just $229
Additional folios  
    just $179

Orders over $800:
all folios just $179

Orders over $1500:
all folios just $129

Ten 4x5 images in 
album just $249

Orders over $800:
album just $189

Orders over $1500:
album just $149

Carry Albums
Black leatherette finish holds your favorite ten 4x5 photos. 
NOTE: Photos are permanently mounted and are NOT removable.



Custom Folio Collages
Custom designed 8x10 folios with book quality printed covers.  
Each folio is designed with 6 images. 
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New!

8x10 custom folio  
just $239

Additional folios  
just $189

Orders over $800:
all folios just $179

Orders over $1500:
all folios just $129
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Custom Albums

20 page hardbound books in 10x10 size, custom designed with 30–50 images that tell  
your story. Add some text to a page here and there for even more personalization. 

20 page hardbound book, 10x10 size .....................................................................................$1119

with portrait and frame order between $600 and $1000 ...................................................869

with portrait and frame order between $1001 and $1500 ................................................769

with portrait and frame order between $1501 and $1900 ................................................569

with portrait and frame order between $1901 and $2500 ................................................369

with portrait and frame order between $2501 and $3200 ................................................269

with portrait and frame order over $3200 ...............................................................................FREE!
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Personalized Greeting Cards

6 x 7.5 Card Designs
Custom Designed and Printed on luster photo paper

$90 for 25 cards

additional  cards $1.50 per card- 25 cards minimum

Fitted envelopes $4 for 25

 

5 x 7 Custom Designed and Press Printed on card stock
Custom Designed with two sides printed

$120 for 25 cards

additional  cards  $2.50 per card- 25 cards minimum

Fitted envelopes $4 for 25

You don’t need a special occasion to send one of these personalized cards. 
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Digital Artwork
Each of your portraits includes complete facial softening of blemishes, lines, wrinkles, moles, etc. 

Teeth Whitening 

Remove Stray Hairs

Slim Down

Our artists carefully and subtly slim down hips, tummy, chin and/or arms to your specifications. 

An approval image will be shown to you before the final prints are made.
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Best Value. Create-A-Package.
You Pick the Sizes You Pick the Poses

Select a wall portrait (1) and get any additional sizes  
(2, 3, 4) to create a value package that fits your exact needs!

Choose Any Wall Portrait...*

sizes listed are for the longest side of the print; 
 shorter size will vary depending on portrait design

                                                                 Metallic Paper       Standard Print

60 inch ............................................................$1575 ............$1475
40 inch .............................................................1040 ................970
36 inch .............................................................. 910..................885
30 inch .............................................................. 785..................735
24 inch .............................................................. 615..................575
20 inch ...............................................................495.................430
18 inch ............................................................... 395.................330
14 inch ............................................................... 329.................279

...Then Get Any Gift Portraits

8x12, 8x10, 8x8, 6x12, 5x7 or 4x6

$59 first standard print (any pose) and $65 first print (any pose) on metallic paper.  

$49 duplicates of the same pose on standard paper and $57 on metallic paper.

...Plus Any Folio Collages

eight 4x5 prints mounted in folio  or Custom designed 8x10 folios @$179

...And Any Wallet Portraits

                                                                                    Metallic Paper       Standard Print

eight .................................................................. $46.................$41
sixteen ..................................................................65...................58
twenty-four ......................................................... 79...................72
forty ..................................................................... 87...................82
fifty-six ................................................................. 109.................99

                                  one pose per set

1
For 
Your 
Home

2
For 
Family

3
For 
Variety

4
For 
Handing 
Out

Each of your portraits includes complete facial softening of blemishes, lines, wrinkles, moles, etc. 

Teeth Whitening 

Remove Stray Hairs

Slim Down

Our artists carefully and subtly slim down hips, tummy, chin and/or arms to your specifications. 

An approval image will be shown to you before the final prints are made.

*frames are not included, but we’ll be happy to help you with selection  and give you 20% discount from our already low prices.



         Canvas Gallery Wraps and 
         Standout Art Pieces

Gallery Wraps are printed on canvas and mounted to a 11/2" stretcher frame. A tough UV laminate is 
then applied for additional durability. 
Standout Art Pieces are bonded to a thick lightweight board finished with a black edge to create a 
stunning display that needs neither a frame nor glass. 
Both Gallery Wraps and Standouts are designed to be displayed unframed.

Size Canvas Wrap Standout Art Piece

30x40 ......................................................................................... $1395 $1350                   
24x36 ............................................................................................1140 1100                   
24x30 ...............................................................................................970 935                   
20x30 ...............................................................................................869 840                   
20x24 ...............................................................................................720 695                   
20x20 ...............................................................................................663 645
16x24 ...............................................................................................615 599
16x20 ...............................................................................................562 549
11x14 ...............................................................................................399 389         

SPECIAL: If your portrait order is over $1000 get 20% off any Gallery Wrap or Standout Art Piece 
                   Canvas Gallery Wrap

Standout Art Piece
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New!



       Prints on Aluminum
Accent sets the standard with this new medium that infuses dyes directly into the surface 
of specially coated aluminum sheets that are scratch resistant and waterproof. Clean with any 
commercial glass cleaner. Mounts to the wall on a special floating block that gives a three- 
dimensional presence or metal posts*.  Rounded corners provide a finished, sculpted look.

 30x40 ............................................$1340
 24x36 ...............................................1100
 24x30 ...............................................$940
 20x30 ..................................................810
 20x24 ..................................................690
 20x20 ..................................................595
 16x24 ..................................................585
 16x20 ..................................................565

 12x24 ..................................................520
 12x18 ..................................................490
 11x14 ..................................................375
 12x12 ..................................................212
 10x10 ..................................................145
 8x12 ..................................................139
 8x10 ..................................................129
 4x6-8x8 ..............................................109

Your portrait printed directly on aluminum—
like nothing you’ve ever seen!

*Closeup shows metal post mounting $55

(available for  prints 8x8 and larger)
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SPECIAL: If your portrait order is over $1000 take 20% off any Aluminum print

New!



Posters
Got a musical recital or other event you’d like publicized?       
We can create and print beautiful 12x18 posters with your photograph on card stock that go way 
beyond ordinary flyers. Please allow a week for designing and printing your posters.

 
 
 
 
FaceBook Photos

A photo of any pose your order from is available for your use on FaceBook or other social 
networking sites (images are not printable). As soon as your order is paid for in full, all image 
poses you order from will be posted on Accent’s FaceBook page for you to tag and share 
on-line.
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Poster design fee $35
11.25x17 posters on card stock $3.5 (25 min. order)
Xtra posters on card stock $2.75 (in increments of 5,
after the minimum 25 is purchased)



      Frames for Your Portraits
No photograph is complete without a frame. And Accent’s frames are hand selected specifically 
for our style of wall portraits. Choose from hundreds of styles to match your images perfectly. 
You won’ t find a better price anywhere—and we do all the work for you!

Finishing touch #1
Hanger included and installed for you — 
two on 20-inch and larger frames

Finishing touch #2
Frame back is expertly papered for a  
clean, finished look

Finishing touch #3
Rubber bumpons at each frame corner  
prevent scratching of your walls—nice!

Just some of the hundreds of  
frames you can choose  

for your portraits

Competitively 
 priced so you get  

a finished look without  
having to do any more work!
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Package Specials—One Pose Only

One Pose Package A  
$189 (save $20)

one 8x10 or 8x12
two 5x7 or 4x6

one webpic

One Pose Package B  
$579  (save $248)

one 11x14* 
two  8x12 or 8x10
eight 5x7 or 4x6

sixteen wallets or 2 xtra poses
one webpic

One Pose Package C  
$865 (save $511)

one 16x20*
one 11x14* 

three 8x10 or 8x12
ten 5x7 or 4x6

one webpic

One Pose Package D  
$136 (save $58)

two 5x7 or 4x6
eight wallets
one webpic

One Pose Package E  
$469 (save $149)

three 8x10 or 8x12
six 5x7 or 4x6

eight wallets or 1 xtra pose
one webpic

One Pose Package F  
$319 (save $55)

two 8x10 or 8x12
four 5x7 or 4x6

one webpic

Add an extra pose for just $29 
Frames are not included with One Pose Package Specials

One Pose Package G  
$535 (save $173)

one  11x14*
two 8x12 or 8x10

six  5x7 or 4x6
eight wallets or 1 xtra pose

one webpic

*Upgrade your wall portrait or collage to a Canvas Gallery Wrap or Aluminum print for just $139!
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Package Specials—Multiple Poses
Seven Pose Package A  $995

(save up to $1651) 

one framed 16x20* 
OR

12x24  framed three-image collage*
one framed 11x14*

seven Gift Images (p. 4)
50 Greeting Cards (p. 11) or 96 wallets
Seven Fully mastered and retouched 

high resolution, print ready JPEG images

Ten Pose Package C  $1375
(save up to $1610) 

one framed 16x20* PLUS
any framed Multi-Pose Collage* 

ten Gift Images (p. 4)
50 Greeting Cards (p.11) or 96 wallets

Carry Album with ten 4x5
Ten Fully mastered and retouched

high resolution, print ready JPEG images

Ten Pose Package D  $1520
(save up to $2183) 

one framed 16x20* PLUS
any framed Multi-Pose Collage* 

ten Gift Images (p. 4)
50 Greeting Cards (p.11) or 96 wallets

Custom Designed Album (p. 10)
Ten Fully mastered and retouched 

high resolution, print ready JPEG images

Design Your Own Package F  $2476
Pick ANY number of poses—no limit! 

(save over $3500) 

any framed Standard Wall Portrait up to 36” (p. 
5)*

any framed Wall Collage (pp. 7-9)*
Custom Folio Collage (p. 9)
any twelve Gift Images (p. 4)

50 Greeting Cards (p. 11) or 96 wallets
Custom Designed Album (p. 10)

All ordered Fully mastered and retouched 
high resolution, print ready JPEG images

Add an extra pose for just $29
*Included frames- 1/2 inch, black, white, brown (or $50 credit)

*Upgrade your wall portrait or collage to a Canvas Gallery Wrap or Aluminum Print for just $79!

Five Pose Package B $790
(save up to $680) 

one framed 16x20* 
OR

12x24 framed three-image collage*
five Gift Images (p. 4)

50 Greeting Cards (p.11) or 48 wallets
Five Fully mastered and retouched 

high resolution, print ready JPEG images

Three Pose Package E $741
(save up to $499) 

one framed 16x20* 
OR

12x24 framed three-image collage
five Gift Images (p. 4)

25 Greeting Cards (p. 11) or 48 wallets
Three Fully mastered and retouched 

high resolution, print ready JPEG images



NEW! Wall Groupings
Save hundreds on a designer wall grouping. Approximate wall space shown in corresponding color.
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Three Image Grouping A  

Three Image Grouping B

Four Image Grouping C

Sizes Framed Print Aluminum Canvas 
three 12x18 $542 $661 $811

three 16x24 994 1109 1282

three 8x12 289 367 474

Sizes Framed Print Aluminum Canvas 
two 12x18 
one 16x24 690 834 993

two 16x24 
one 24x36 1017 1240 1406

two 8x12 
one 12x18 592 609 821

Sizes Framed Print Aluminum Canvas 
four 16x24 1650 1710 1989

four 8x12 375 412 799

four 12x18 1021 1204 1474

40" 
50" 
28"

38" 
52" 
28"

44" 
24" 
34"

*Included frames- 1/2 inch, black or white *Included frames- 1/2 inch, black or white



NEW! Wall Groupings
While these are suggested arrangements, you can place them on your wall any way you’d like.  
Ask us if you would like assistance in designing your own custom decorator display.
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Five Image Grouping D

Six Image Grouping E

Seven Image Grouping F

Sizes Framed Print Aluminum Canvas 
two 8x8 
two 8x12 
one 12x18 $619 $691 $833
two 12x12 
two 12x18 
one 16x24 876 990 1328
two 16x16 
two 16x24 
one 24x36 1815 2048 2897

Sizes Framed Print Aluminum Canvas 
two 20x20 
four 12x18 1394 1477 1980

two 16x16 
four 8x12 819 902 1112

two 24x24 
four 16x24 2715 2986 3467

Sizes Framed Print Aluminum Canvas 
two 8x8 
two 8x12 
two 12x18 
one 16x24 1400 1551 1979
two 12x12 
two 12x18 
two 16x24 
one 20x30 1954 2269 2842
two 10x10 
two 10x15 
two 12x18 
one 20x30 1613 1844 2310

36" 
54" 
70"

72" 
62" 

102"

76" 
98" 
82"

*Included frames- 1/2 inch, black or white *Included frames- 1/2 inch, black or white



Art Bonuses
Get any or all of these items at half price or even FREE, depending on your order.

Framed 4x12 Art Panel reg. $179 
Half price with orders over $500 
 or FREE with orders over $950

Framed  8x8 Art Square reg. $129 
Half price with orders over $450 
 or FREE with orders over $850

Framed 4x12 Art Slats reg. $179 
Half price with orders over $550 
 or FREE with orders over $1000
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Details
Payments

You may pay half the balance of your order at the time of your order placed, and the 
balance on delivery of your portraits. 
For your convenience, Mastercard, Visa, Discover cards are accepted. 

NOTE: Your portraits will not be submitted for printing until your order payment is 
received. 

For High School Seniors- Yearbook Photo
We will send the yearbook pose of your choice to your school in electronic format be-
fore their deadline, provided you have placed your order with the appropriate payment.

 NOTE: Your yearbook photo will not be delivered if your order is not placed.

Delivery & Shipping
Your finished portraits will be ready in about four weeks after your order is placed and 
your order payment is received. Payment delays will result in your order taking longer  
to process. We will notify you when everything is ready and schedule a delivery ap-
pointment.
If you would prefer to have your photos shipped to you, please add $29 for packaging, 
shipping and insurance.

NOTE: We are not able to ship  framed portraits due to high probability of damage     
during shipping.

Copyright
All portraits by Accent Photography are copyrighted. That means you can’t copy 
them with a scanner, cell phone, IPad or other camera, or have anyone else do it 
for you. Copied work always degrades the image, which makes us both look bad.           
Unauthorized copying will be subject to a $1000 usage fee per pose and all appli-
cable Federal copyright penalties.

Your Guarantee
We want you to be completely happy with your finished portraits. If you find anything 
with them that was not as you expected, please let us know within three business days 
and we will do everything we can to correct the problem for you. If they need to be 
reprinted, we will do it at no cost to you provided you let us know of the problem within 
three business days after picking them up. After three days, there will be a $25 per pose 
reprinting charge.
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24 Who Gets What?
 Make sure everyone gets the right photos

Wall portrait—which room? _________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

.....................room—what? __________________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

Dad’s work—what? ________________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

Mom’s work—what? _______________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

Grandparents—what? _____________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

Grandparents—what? _____________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

Aunts/uncles—what? ______________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

Aunts/uncles—what? ______________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

Sisters/brothers—what? ____________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

Godparents—what? _______________________________ Size _____________ Pose # ____________

Your Collages. 
Put your favorite pose numbers                                                    
in the correct openings 

4x12 Art Panel

Pose # 

_________

Pose # 

_________

Pose # 

_________

Pose # 

_________

Wallets. 
Pose choices for your wallets ___________________________________________________________________

High School Seniors- Yearbook pose. 
Pose # ________________ We will send your yearbook pose choice directly to your school for you.  

NOTE: yearbook pose will not be submitted without a portrait order. No exceptions.

Greeting Cards
Quantity ____________ Poses __________________________________________

4x12 Art Slats

Pose # 

_________

Pose # 

_________

Pose # 

_________

Pose # 

_________

Pose # 

_________

Pose # 

_________

Pose # 

_________
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Your Collages. 
Put your favorite pose numbers 
in the correct openings 

Pose # 

___________

Pose # 

___________

Pose # 

___________

12x24

Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

_______

Pose # 

_______

10x30

Name as you want it to read:

_______________________

Name

Pose # 

_______

Pose # 

_______

Pose # 

_______

Pose # 

_______

Pose # 

_______

Pose # 

_______

5x30

Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

__________

16x24Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

____________

Pose # 

____________

20x20 or 15x15




